
ITSENCLOSURES Introduces New Printer Box
Enclosure for Zebra Printers
ITSENCLOSURES introduces new
printer enclosure for zebra printers.
Designed to shield and protect label
barcode printers, on harsh and dirty
factory floors.

MT PLEASANT, PA, UNITED STATES,
May 18, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
ITSENCLOSURES, an innovator of
durable, NEMA rated enclosures for
industrial environments, is proud to
announce another heavy-duty, IceStation
enclosure: the PB262426-12, a NEMA
Type-12 printer enclosure.

The ultra-modern product is designed to
shield and protect label barcode printers,
on harsh and dirty factory floors,
including Zebra thermal transfer barcode
printers. The PB26-12 enclosure is fabricated out of 14-gauge painted steel and measures 26” high
by 24” wide by 28” deep. The maximum printer dimensions for the PB26-12 are 21” high by 20” wide
by 22” deep.

The PB26, which is larger
than our popular PB20 printer
enclosure, provides
customers with an alternative
option for printer protection in
a dirty plant or factory.”

J.T. Spangler

The printer box has lockable front and rear doors for added
security and protection from the elements and includes lift and
turn compression latches.For customer customization, the
front door includes a removable polycarbonate window, which
is easily modified for a custom label slot or hinged printer
door. The interior of the enclosure features an adjustable 22”
extended sliding shelf, which provides easy access to the
printer for label media loading. The sliding shelf can be
adjusted vertically and will support barcode printers weighing
up to 80 pounds. The shelf has an adjustable depth bracket to

keep the printer in position.

The rear of the enclosure features a 10-foot power cord and a mini-split panel built into the door. To
route multiple cables and wires, the Roxtec cable entry gland accessory can be added to the
enclosure door or sides of the enclosure.

This printer enclosure can also be used for many desktop laser printers by installing an optional
‘access hinged printer door’ on the top of the unit to retrieve 8½” x 11” sheets of paper.

JT Spangler, Owner and President of ITSENCLOSURES, is thrilled to introduce another printer box

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.itsenclosures.com/PB26242612-Printer-Box-Enclosure


The sliding shelf allows for easy access to the printer
and labels.

Add an optional hinged printer door to the top or bottom
of the enclosure.

enclosure, “Over the past few years, we
have had enormous success with our
printer enclosure line. The PB26, which
is larger than our popular PB20 printer
enclosure, provides customers with an
alternative option for printer protection in
a dirty plant or factory. We believe that
this enclosure will have a significant
impact on the thermal barcode printer
industry.”

Based on a customer’s printing
applications, ITSENCLOSURES are
available with NEMA 12 or NEMA 4X
ratings. The NEMA 12 IceStation printer
boxes protect against dirt, dust,
splashing fluids, grease, lint, and
damaging fibers in the air. The NEMA 4X
enclosure is ideal for wash down
applications in the food processing and
pharmaceutical industries. Numerous
accessories are available for the PB26
printer box enclosure. The most popular
accessory is the filtered fan system
which creates positive pressure on the
inside of the enclosure and prevents dust
and dirt entry at the label access slot.  A
stationary or mobile pedestal is also
available at varying heights. A hinged
printer door that maintains a seal - until
opened – allows an operator to retrieve
labels quickly and efficiently. For freezer
or cooler environments, a
thermostatically controlled heater can be
added to maintain temperatures. 

“Our goal is to introduce various new
products this year and we are happy to
offer our customers multiple off-the-shelf
solutions, which can ship out in only a
couple days,” added Mr. Spangler.

Designing and engineering heavy-duty enclosures since 1985, ITSENCLOSURES manufactures the
most durable electronics enclosures on the market and ships every product completely assembled
and ready to use upon delivery. Every product is designed and fabricated in Western Pennsylvania.

For More Information, Visit the Product Page: Click Here

About ITSENCLOSURES

Located southeast of Pittsburgh in Mt. Pleasant, Pennsylvania, ITSENCLOSURES designs and builds
the toughest computer enclosures on the market. NEMA rated PC enclosures are ideal for all
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environments where dust, dirt and exposure to liquids or corrosives are present.

ITSENCLOSURES’ products allow companies to use computers, printers, or monitors in the harshest
environments. IceStation enclosures will protect a company’s investment and maximize the lifetime of
the electronics protected.

Four reasons to select ITSENCLOSURES: quality, delivery, customer service, and price.

For more information on ITSENCLOSURES and the wide array of state-of-the-art enclosures, please
visit www.ITSENCLOSURES.com, send an email to info@itsenclosures.com, or call 1-800-423-9911
to talk to an ITSENCLOSURES sales representative.

Jennifer Bissell
ITSENCLOSURES
724-696-3000
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